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Data layer - file system API
- The most commonly used file system API is SharedPreferences 










- Can easily use on main thread for 
persistence 
- Built in to the Android SDK, so no 
need for third party libraries 
- Easy to learn API
- Flat file, no hierarchy/relationships 
between data 
- Only meant for simple primitive 
values, not complex objects 













Client makes a 
request
This pair of client 
request and server 
response is known as a 
network call.
HTTP - Hypertext Transfer Protocol
“The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application 
protocol for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information 
systems.” 
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol 
- Note: HTTPS (a secure extension of HTTP) is used more often, but from a 
development perspective, the usage is mainly the same.
HTTP - request components
Request
- URL method (GET/POST/PUT/DELETE/etc.) 
- Base URL 
- URL path 
- Headers 
- Optional URL path parameters 
- Optional URL query parameters 
- Optional Body
Protocol  Base URL  URL Path  URL Path Params  
 URL Query Parameters
HTTP - response components
Responses
- Response status code 
- Headers 
- Optional Body






HTTP - request/response headers




Client makes a 
request
- The client serializes a 
request’s components 
into a series of bytes so 
they can be easily 
transferred over the wire 
to the server. 
- The server receives the 
request and deserializes 
the bytes to objects, does 
some sort of logic and 
serializes a response back 
to the client as a series of 
bytes. 
- The client deserializes 
the response bytes to 











content-type: audio and video
- The Android SDK has a built in API for streaming audio and video. This API is 
not as simple as the above code.
MediaPlayer API
- We can’t play audio or video without 
thinking about activity states and 
media states 
- The state diagram on the right 
describes the different states 
MediaPlayer can go through, and it 
needs to be kept in mind when 
dealing with it alongside Activity 
lifecyles.
content-type: images
Android Universal Image Loader
Picasso
content-type: images
- Glide/Picasso/Android UIL all have similar, easy to use APIs 
- Provide a Context (e.g., Application/activity context) 
- Provide a URL to an image resource 
- Provide an ImageView 
- GIFs are not supported on Picasso or Android UIL 
- Glide has built-in GIF support 
- All three libraries have caching support
Your turn
content-type: text
- Text content-type can be formatted 





Retrofit: Type-safe HTTP Client
- Specify an HTTP API into a Java Interface: 
- Build an instance of the interface using Retrofit and enqueue a call:
Call<ResponseBody> limitations
- When defining our Retrofit services as Call<ResponseBody>, we’re limited to having 
the response body as a byte[] or a String 
- It’d be nice if we can automatically convert the body into java objects so we can 
perform logic on them based on their properties 
- This is where JSON comes in
JSON - JavaScript Object Notation
- Easy to read/write 
- Holds data as objects: 
- Lists are enclosed in [...] 
- Objects are enclosed in {...} 




Sample JSON of a 
GitHub Repo
Representing the GET 
repos API as an 
interface method
Building a Retrofit 
instance with a Gson 
converter, and calling 
the GET repos API
